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A Whole New World
It is with my greatest pleasure to present to you the 4th edition of our journal themed “A Whole New World”. As a big family, we continue
to ascend victoriously thus, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all SkyRians for the unswerving efforts throughout all
organizational levels as we have achieved many outstanding breakthroughs. Not to mention, the endless support of our Business
Associates and property purchasers that continue to fuel the drive of SkyWorld to greater heights.
Of late, individuals worldwide have struggled due to the effects of the Coronavirus or COVID-19 pandemic. The virus has snatched the lives
of thousands, ceased operations of many businesses and cost many people their jobs. At this juncture, I would like to convey my sincerest
appreciation to all frontliners globally, that have relentlessly assisted with the combat of COVID-19; doctors, nurses, cleaning crew, police
as well as the Armed Forces that have and continue to work night and day to ensure that the virus is curbed. That said, we have always kept
our staff well-being as our highest priority and during the MCO period, all SkyRians were requested to carry out their duties from home.
This resulted in the introduction of new norms throughout the organization including Zoom meetings, client engagement via online
platforms, organizing online property viewing sessions, and reporting to superiors remotely.
SkyWorld is at the dawn of a new era, with greater challenges for us to tackle and greater heights for us to aim. Moving forward, we will be
steering towards digitization, and we will be launching Malaysia’s First ‘Click-to-Own’ to allow our customers to select their preferred units
during this period of caution. Our marketing plans will include more interactions online, catalysed successfully by our Facebook page as
well as the SkyWorld Connects application that effectively engages with our customers, providing quick assistance within a platform that
can be used regardless of time and place.
Due to SkyWorld’s persistence, we have outperformed resulting in RM300 million of sales during MCO period, an improvement as
compared to last year. This comes as a surprise to us and this spike in sales stemmed from Gen-Y home buyers that are well receptable to
buying property online due to the trusted reputation of SkyWorld.
SkyWorld has built a strong brand name by using the QLASSIC accreditation to become synonymous with its developments. QLASSIC
or Quality Assessment System in Construction is an independent method to assess and evaluate primarily the quality of workmanship
of building projects based on the Construction Industry Standard (CIS). I am also extremely proud to announce that due to our unity, we
have successfully handed over three distinctive developments since the third quarter of 2019; Bennington Residences @ SkyArena and
SkyAwani 2 Residences in Setapak as well as SkyLuxe On The Park @ Bukit Jalil. Correspondingly, we have also received commendable
QLASSIC accreditations with a remarkable score of 85% for SkyLuxe On The Park Residence, holding the highest score in the ‘High-rise
Residential’ Category in Malaysia and a notable 79% score for SkyAwani 2, the highest QLASSIC score rating within the Residensi Wilayah
category in the nation.
Due to our diligence in the production of outstanding homes and creating a conducive work
culture, several well-known organizations have handed us notable recognitions, which
includes Best Profit Growth and Top Ranked Developer for two consecutive years since 2019
by StarProperty.my, 3-time Best Employer in Malaysia by Kincentric and the most recent
Bronze winner of EdgeProp Malaysia’s Best Managed & Sustainable Property Award for
Ascenda Residences. We strive to position ourselves as the best city developer that is
customer-centric as we take it upon ourselves to reward our purchasers with the best of
Urban Sky Living experiences, further uplift SkyWorld into its 2.0 stage!
Stay Safe and Happy Reading!

Datuk Ng Thien Phing
Founder & Group MD of SkyWorld Development Group

TRANSFORMING CITIES
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PEEK INTO OUR QUALITY JOURNEY
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Despite its humble beginning, SkyWorld is definitely scaling up and
growing from strength to strength. Adding more milestones to its growing
portfolio, SkyWorld has amassed many staggering awards since 2015.

PRESTIGIOUS
AWARDS

(2015 - 2020)

QLASSIC SCORE

Asia Pacific International property Awards, EdgeProp Malaysia’s Best
Managed & Sustainable Property Award, StarProperty Awards, Sin Chew
Business Excellence Awards, AON Best Employers, Kincentric Best
Employer, BCI Top 10 Developers Award, Top 100 Most Infuential Young
Entrepreneurs Award, DOT Property Award, Property Insight Prestigious
Developer Awards, IProperty.com People's Choice Awards, The Asset
Triple A Award, Islamic Finance News Award, RAM Blueprint Award,
AON Best Employers, Kincentric Best Employer

76% & ABOVE

76%

76%

85%

78%

79%

85%

Ascenda
Residence

SkyAwani 1
Residence

SkyWorld
Quality Centre

Bennington
Residence

SkyAwani 2
Residences

SkyLuxe On The Park
Residences

(Residensi Wilayah category)

(High-Rise category)

TOTAL

RESIDENSI WILAYAH
LAUNCHED (2015 - 2019)
SkyAwani 1
Residence

SkyAwani 4
Residence

1,226

1,782

5,621
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HIGHEST IN MALAYSIA

SkyAwani 2
Residence

SkyAwani 3
Residence

708

1,905

100%

SOLD OUT PROJECTS

650
1,226
708
1,905
477

Ascenda Residence

SkyAwani 1 Residence

SkyAwani 2 Residence

SkyAwani 3 Residence

SkyLuxe on The Park
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PROJECTS
HANDED OVER

PROJECTS
LAUNCHED

a. Ascenda Residence @ SkyArena

a. Ascenda Residence @ SkyArena

f. SkyMeridien Residence

b. SkyAwani 1 Residence

b. Bennington Residence @ SkyArena

g. SkyLuxe On The Park

c. Bennington Residence @ SkyArena

c. SkyAwani 1 Residence

h. The Valley @ SkySierra

d. SkyAwani 2 Residence

d. SkyAwani 2 Residence

i. SkyAwani 4 Residence

e. SkyLuxe On The Park

e. SkyAwani 3 Residence
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STRATEGIC
PROJECT
LOCATIONS

5 ST

R

RATING RATES

Hand Over Vacant Possession

82%
Ascenda Residence

Sentul

Kepong

Setapak

Sentul
Off Jalan Ipoh

Setiawangsa

Mont Kiara
Bukit
Bintang
Bandar
Damansara

Taman
Desa

Ampang
Hilir

SkyAwani 1 Residence

91%
Bennington Residence

92%

KUALA
LUMPUR

Cheras
Bukit Jalil

99%

SkyLuxe On The Park
Residence

93%
SkyAwani 2 Residence

As at June 2020
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YOU ARE
THE REASON FOR
OUR SUCCESS
SkyWorld takes pride in our bestowed role of creating
unmatched sky living spaces transcending beyond the
creation of properties, as we also play a substantial role in
enhancing the lifestyle of city communities at large.

Awards 2020; Best Overall Champion in All-Star Awards,
Best Profit Growth in All-Star Awards and The WOW Award
in the public building category for SkyArena Sports KL in
Setapak.

SkyWorld caters to customers that want to experience
lofty city living hence the products that we offer are
customer-centric. We would like to take this opportunity
to thank all our property purchasers that have placed their
trust in our brand from the very beginning; ever since
SkyWorld’s conception with Ascenda in 2014.

We have been presented these awards due to our
persistence and consistency in creating not just excellent
properties but also a lifestyle to inhabitants of the homes
crafted by SkyWorld. These acknowledgements are our
promise to introduce greater heights in construction
quality standards to enhance the lives of our clientele,
which is truly the heart and soul of our development
planning.

We congratulate the homeowners that have recently
received the keys to their sky properties supported by
markedly high QLASSIC scores achieved by Bennington
Residences (76%), SkyLuxe On The Park Residence (85%),
the highest QLASSIC score in high-rise development in
Malaysia and SkyAwani 2 (79%), the highest QLASSIC
scorer in Residensi Wilayah category.
We are proud to be awarded the Bronze Winner at
EdgeProp Malaysia’s Best Managed & Sustainable Property
Awards 2020 for Ascenda Residences. Adding to that we
also bagged three honour awards during the StarProperty
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These achievements echo the hard work dedicated by
the SkyWorld team that has enabled several remarkable
milestones, strategically positioning the company for the
forthcoming years ahead.
SkyWorld will continuously strive to maintain our position
crafting ultimate sky living experiences within sustainable
environments. We would not come this far without your
unwavering support. Thank you once again, our valued
home purchasers!

Sk yA wa ni 4 re co rd ed 85

% Ta ke -U p in 3 Ho ur s!

Sky Lux e On The Par k hom eow ner

Sky Aw ani 2 hom eow ner s join ed

Ho me ow ne rs co lle ct th

THANK YOU MESSAGE

s

the Sna p2W in Con tes t

eir ke ys !
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DISTINCTIVE
ABODES FOR
EVERYONE
The SkyAwani series by SkyWorld offers the perfect
combination of housing needs resulting in a collection of
homes that deliver an extraordinary value, affordability,
practical layouts as well as complete condominium facilities.
These must-own homes are targeted to first-time home
purchasers with a fixed price tag of just RM300,000.
If you are have missed the opportunity to purchase a unit in
the SkyAwani series, you should opt for a home within
SkyAwani 4, built on a prime 4.73-acre plinth of land in
Setapak. The said high rise boasts 1,782 residential units
shared across three 55-storey towers.

Facade

Park Frontage
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Rooftop

Sunken Tree Lounge

The affordable proposition offers a practical 800sqft layout
accommodating three bedrooms and two bathrooms in all units. Due to
its strategic placement, homeowners of SkyAwani 4 will be able to
escape away from the hustle and bustle of city living and tranquillize in
the green expanse that the development fronts, despite being a close
commute to the city center.
Future homeowners that choose to call the development ‘home’ will be
able to access a one-acre park that presents a jogging track, cycling
track and blossom park. Imagine how exciting your life would be having
the option to immerse yourself into lush greenery after a stressful day at
the office. In addition to that, the development enables an active lifestyle
as residents will be greeted with full condo facilities such as a lap pool as
well as a sun deck.
To give peace of mind to future residents, SkyAwani 4 will be under the
surveillance of an advanced three-tier security system. Additionally, the
building is also in compliance with QLASSIC, this assures purchasers of
homes that would last for generations to come.
Overall Podium

To find out more, kindly visit www.skyworld.my/skyawani4

CLICK HERE to have a look at what our
homeowners have to say about their wholesome
lifestyle at SkyAwani Residence

DISCOVER OUR PROJECTS
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DANCE TO
MOTHER
NATURE’S TUNE
The Valley is a nature inspired residence nestled in the suburbs of
Setiawangsa, within an enclave whereby time stands still and
residents are sheltered away from the hustle and bustle of the city.
Here, one will wake up to chilly fresh air daily thanks to the Bukit
Dinding and Titiwangsa mountain ranges that form remarkable
sierras enveloping the residential towers in a truly spectacular
manner.
Despite its peaceful setting, the said district is merely four kilometers
away from Kuala Lumpur city center providing residents with an array
of amenities to choose from with regard to leisurely locations and
dining options. The said property is easily reachable via the DUKE and
MRR2 expressways while those using public transport can seamlessly
gain access via the LRT Setiawangsa and Jelatek located close by.
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Future Residents will gain access to over five acres of unique
facilities shared across four different facility deck levels featuring
over 40 types of lifestyle facilities entwined with lush greenery.
To have a plush green spaces experience, Residents will be able to
stay occupied through several landscaped facility areas in the
property such as the putting green; a vast grassy stretch for you
and your family members to spread out, a garden lounge ideal to
relax and unwind, stroll along the elevated canopy walk as you
appreciate the cool breeze and have a picnic with your loved ones
at the forest veranda while you enjoy the majestic views of the
rolling hills close by.

Topview of the Tranquil

The Valley provides hands-on experiences to parents and children that can
share many fun moments together learning the basics in farming and
harvesting organic produce such as fruits, herb and vegetables at the
Orchard Forest and Savory Garden.
Besides that, if you have fancied living in a landed property but prefer the
security of living within a high rise development, well perhaps The Valley is
ideal for you as not only does it come with vast green stretches, but select
units that are sold at a premium come with balconies that double up as
planter boxes with actual soil for you to experience the gardening at home!
Proud owners of such units can plant and harvest herbs, vegetables as well
as fruits from the comfort of their homes and whip up an organic meal!
CLICK HERE NOW TO MEET YOUR IDEAL HOME!

Olympic-Length Infinity Pool Surrounded by Greenery

DISCOVER OUR PROJECTS
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Sky Garden

Breathtaking
Panoramic Outdoor
Experiences
Residents and their loved ones will be able to spend their
weekends exploring the great outdoors and indulge in fun
activities such as rock climbing and swimming. The property
also offers three roof top decks; Breeze Deck, Zen Deck and
Galaxy Deck whereby you can enjoy unparalleled 360-degree
views of the majestic hills nearby and the bright city lights of
Kuala Lumpur city center.
On Level 9, a myriad of social spaces cater to family gatherings and
friendly get-togethers. There's a BBQ Corner which looks out to
views of KLCC, an outdoor lounge and dining space as well as a
function banquet. For those who want to enjoy the outdoors to the
fullest, they can head over to the Tranquil Zone for rock climbing or
chill out at the Tea Pavilion and Serene Glades which comprises a
Croquet Lawn and Green Range.
To find out more, kindly visit www.skyworld.my/skysierra
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BBQ Corner & Outdoor Lounge with KLCC View

SNEAK PREVIEW
OF UPCOMING
DEVELOPMENTS

SkyVogue
Location

:

Taman Desa

Tenure

:

Leasehold

Land size

:

1.34 acres

No. of units

:

333

Built-up

:

1,085 sq.ft. - 2,650 sq.ft.

EdgeWood @ SkySanctuary
Location

:

Setapak

Tenure

:

Leasehold

Land size

:

3.79 acres

No. of units

:

960

Built-up

:

865 sq.ft. - 1,280 sq.ft.

SkyAwani V

DISCOVER OUR PROJECTS

Location

:

Sentul

Tenure

:

Leasehold

Land size

:

2 acres

No. of units

:

615

Built-up

:

800 sq.ft.
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INSPECT
YOUR HOME
NOW!

WATER STAINS
Many homes experience this defect near
the washroom whereby leaks may take
place leading to warped or stained walls,
molding and flooding. Though this is not a
structural issue, a defect like this can result
in costing a fortune.

When it comes to property purchase, most buyers focus on factors such as affordability, location,
connectivity to public transport, rebates as well as complimentary furnishing and may overlook
the quality workmanship from the builders. Therefore, it is common to come across
homeowners struggling with defects long after the handover of their respective homes.
This is why the inspection of a residence during the vacant possession (VP) stage is of utmost
importance. Yet, examining a completed property can be tricky because to the untrained eye, a
property may appear defect-free. One should not wait until the defect worsens before informing
the property developer so that workmanship flaws can be solved swiftly. Here are some common
defects to look out for as soon as you receive your unit to avoid annoying issues post tenancy.

SCRATCHES
Scratches can occur upon several different surfaces such as tiles,
sliding door glass, glass windows and frames, on the glass balcony
railing and handles as well as on doors throughout the home.
Purchasing a home could be one of the most significant investments
that one would make in your lifetime thus, ensure that your
residence is presented to you in a pristine state.

RUST
Rust is also a defect that is commonly overlooked.
You may find eroding on your window frames, sliding
doors, as well as on hinges. Aside from that you may
also find rusting in kitchen and bathroom fittings. As a
homeowner, it is your right to receive a rust-free
home thus request for rectifications to be solved
promptly.
CRACKS
When you are inspecting your new home
look out for surface cracks. At such
instances you should probably consult the
developer to smoothen the finishing
however, homeowners may only do so
within the defect liability period.
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Identify Workmanship Defects at

SKYWORLD QUALITY CENTRE
The process of defect assessment is one that must be
carried out before home renovation ensues and the defect
liability period ends thus, property purchasers should be
equipped with the basics of examining the quality of their
homes and familiarize with how defects should look like.
In 2018, SkyWorld launched Malaysia's first and only
quality establishment as proof of its commitment towards
sound workmanship. SkyWorld Quality Centre acts as a
benchmark for its staff members and contractors to raise
the bar concerning structural excellence as well as to
share the knowledge of workmanship superiority with the
industry peers and public.
To date, SkyWorld Quality Centre has welcomed more than
2,000 visitors that have experienced the difference in
workmanship quality in Malaysia and mastered the essentials
in what makes a home outstanding which include invaluable
insights about how to spot defects when inspecting a
property, paying attention to the most minuscule of details.
SkyWorld places much emphasis on construction quality
as it reduces additional costs. Apart from that, monitoring
sound workmanship from the beginning of construction
would result in faster project completion and minimal
maintenance, years after owner occupancy.

When one would visit the SkyWorld Quality Centre, you
will begin the journey with a presentation at an auditorium
before exploring key assessment areas in building
inspection. All attendees will be guided by tutorial videos
that focus on quality examination as well as examples that
have been specially crafted to assist Quality Centre host in
providing visitors with a better picture of what to look out
for in each focus area.
Some of the takeaways that one would receive through
the tour include checking for floor and wall hollowness,
identification of malfunctioning locks, understanding the
drawbacks of door gaps as well as learning how to
examine the switches in your new home.
It is recommended that all future home occupants visit
SkyWorld Quality Centre to understand the quality
assessment process before receiving the keys to your new
residence or property investment. Kindly visit us for an
all-inclusive experience and become a construction
quality expert immediately!
All visits to the SkyWorld Quality Centre are strictly by
appointment only. For further information, please visit
www.skyworld.my/skyworld-quality or email to
corporate@skyworld.my

EXCITE
YOUR
LIFESTYLE AT

Kuala Lumpur’s prime multi-level and multi-facility sports
complex – SkyArena Sports KL is an exceptional actionpacked athletic arena. The said structure symbolizes
healthy living through the careful selection of activities. The
conception of the sports arena aims to enhance
recreational experiences through a unified theme within a
safe and amusing hub, targeted to individuals from all walks
of life!
SkyArena Sports KL is the first integrated sports complex in
the city, presenting over 40 types of facilities that will cater
to sports enthusiasts or those looking for leisure activities.
Adding to that, SkyArena Sports KL will be the first cashless
sports complex in Malaysia where booking is made
seamless through SkyArena Connects App. The structure is
equipped with a centralized software integration system to
help operators with managing user database for bookings,
payments, scheduling of events and more!

Patrons visiting the building need not worry about parking as SkyArena
Sports KL offers three levels comprising a total of 336 car parking bays,
344 bays for motorcycles and 4 dedicated lots for coaches.
The said establishment is ideal as it features an aquatic area ideal for
swimming and diving as well as a wading pool for children. The site also
boasts a football field with running tracks, gym & fitness studios,
badminton courts, squash courts and even futsal courts.
The uniqueness of SkyArena Sports KL also lies in the fact that is
connected to an 84-room sports-hotel, that will cater to local, regional
and international sports enthusiasts. At any time, the sportstel will be
able to accommodate up to 173 visitors with 79 twin-sharing and 5
triple-sharing rooms. Guests may book the rooms individually or by
groups.
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SkyArena Sports KL is a
breakthrough conception
offering an inspiring
lifestyle packed with
athletic-facilities, housed
under one roof!

Explore more business opportunities through
SkyArena Sports KL!
For more information, please contact:
Mr Kenric 0 11 2376 1184
enquiries@skyarenasports.my

Adding an extra dash of excitement into the complex, the sports arena
has also provisioned two multipurpose halls for functions or events
such as exhibitions, mini-concerts, pop-up shops, forums, seminars,
team-building events and various indoor sports activities that one could
think of!
SkyArena Sports KL will also feature select retail businesses for visitors
to enjoy such as restaurants, cafes and kiosk not to mention, sports
healthcare providers such as chiropractors and acupuncturists,
convenience stores, as well as sports-retail outlets.
Recently, SkyArena Sports KL was crowned the StarProperty Excellence
Award in The WOW category. That’s not all, the establishment also
bagged three Asia Pacific Property Awards (APPA) for Public Service
Development Malaysia, Public Service Architecture Malaysia and 5-Star
Award for Best Public Service Architecture in Malaysia proving its desire
to become an iconic sports institution nationally.

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
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6

FACETS OF
PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY
@SKYARENA
SPORTS KL

AQUATICS
To those looking for a full-body workout, swimming is one of the best
options able to boost one’s stamina in a fun way. SkyArena Sports KL
offers a comprehensive indoor aquatic facility. At level 1, you will be able
to experience the heated FINA Olympic Standard Swimming Pool with
10 swimming lanes. For those that enjoy diving, the facility has 5 to
7-metre deep diving pools that each have platforms measuring 5, 7.5 and
10 meters in height. Besides swimming, scuba diving enthusiasts can
also sharpen their skills in the aquatic area.

TRACK & FIELD

SQUASH

The most refreshing and awe-inspiring part of SkyArena Sports KL has
to be the FIFA sized football field, encircled by synthetic surfaced 8 x
400m IAAF standardized running track. This massive space serves as
the focal point of the entire development and is dedicated to football.
Adding to that, this is also the ideal spot for you to train, track your
speed and increase endurance to improve running and sprinting.

Squash is a fast-moving sport that provides an excellent cardiovascular
workout suitable for all ages. It can be practised for leisure as well as a
competitive sport as it is easy to learn. Due to the growing interest for
the sport, especially in neighbourhoods close by, SkyArena Sports KL
offers courts for professional use as well as for public use; ideal for
training and tournament purposes.
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FITNESS & STUDIO
SkyArena Sports KL has one of the largest multi-fitness spaces with studio
spanning a massive 25000sq ft at Level 3. This fitness centre is envisioned to
be a hub for all sportsmen to train on their mental and physical ability to
perform better in their respective areas of sports. This large space can also be
demarcated according to the operator’s requirement to accommodate
different studio rooms for various activities such as Pilates, Meta fit sessions,
yoga, dancing, martial arts as well as Taekwondo.

FUTSAL
Futsal is an indoor sport which uses minimal equipment but provides
maximum enjoyment! SkyArena Sports KL has built two standard-sized futsal
courts with high-standard rubberised sports flooring for durability and easy
maintenance. The courts are located in a high-ceilinged area equipped with
mechanical fans for ventilation and come with 180 retractable spectator
seats. This exciting and fast-paced aerobic activity can improve your overall
fitness levels and benefit your daily life. It is said that an entire game of Futsal
can burn up to 800 calories per session!

BADMINTON
Badminton is one of Malaysia’s most loved sport whereby players will be able
to develop both physical and mental agility, which is good for overall health.
SkyArena Sports KL focuses on providing the best badminton experience for
its patrons, striving to become the badminton venue of choice in its vicinity.
To outdo the competitors, the spacious badminton court area has been
fitted with 14 BWF-standard courts with approved sports flooring and 540
retractable spectator seats. Badminton is not merely a sport purposed for
training or competition, but it is also a fun sport that can be appreciated
amongst peers.

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
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SkyWorld has attained yet
another milestone for our
commitment; delivering quality
homes for our patrons.

SKY
LIVING
REDEFINED
In February, SkyWorld hosted two separate tours for its recently
completed developments; one at its most luxurious development SkyLuxe On The Park @ Bukit Jalil and the other at its affordable series
- SkyAwani 2 Residences.
Bankers, media members and consultants were invited to experience
prestigious sky living at SkyLuxe On The Park while Sky Awani 2
embodied a combination of good pricing, a practical layout and
full-fledged condominium facilities.
Attendees to both events marveled at the thoughtful design, quality
workmanship and impressive landscape showcased in both
developments despite differing price points.
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DISCOVER A NEW WAY
TO CONNECT!
The SkyWorld Connects App was created as a means for homeowners and purchasers to keep themselves updated
about site development, progress billing-related matters and to easily get in touch with the SkyWorld Team.
This is SkyWorld’s first application designed for effective communication between homeowners, the management and
security teams. SkyWorld aims to provide an efficient one-stop platform whereby all customers can access the app
regarding all property-related matters regardless of time and place.
The use of the app was crucial in the collection of customer satisfaction ratings during the recent handover exercises of
SkyLuxe On The Park @ Bukit Jalil and SkyAwani2 Residences. SkyWorld’s Handover Vacant Possesion (HOVP) team
worked tirelessly to ensure that new homeowners were satisfied with their new homes during the event.
The hard work of the HOVP team paid off when 92% of unit-recipients provided 5-star ratings for Sky Luxe On The Park
@ Bukit Jalil while 93% of homeowners shared 5-star ratings for SkyAwani 2. The ratings given also represented
customer satisfaction with the service provided by the HOVP team as a whole.

Click Here
For My Story

EVENTS & HAPPENINGS
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ParTea Treat
On 12 January, SkyWorld hosted a Par
Tea Treat at SkyWorld Gallery @
Setiawangsa. Guests spent their
Sunday afternoon indulging in several
interesting activities such as DIY flower
diffuser making, perfume oil workshop,
natural herbal soap making and a
herbal drink-making session.

Starry Night -themed
Annual Gathering

Food Truck Musical
Carnival

On 17 January, SkyWorld held its
Annual Staff Gathering at
InterContinental Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
themed “Starry Night”. The event saw
an award presentation as well as lucky
draw giveaways with the main goal of
strengthening bonds amongst all
SkyRians.

On 18 January, more than 200
guests participated in the Food Truck
Music Carnival at the SkyWorld
Gallery in Sentul. Guests enjoyed an
abundance of delicious food and
many exciting activities including
pop music, kids’ colouring activities,
Lego games and face painting.
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02

03

Get To Know Our Products

Spring Splendor Celebration

Scaling-Up Challenge

On 12 to 19 February, SkyRians were
the FIRST to participate in a
sneak-preview event of the newly
completed SkyLuxe On The Park @
Bukit Jalil and SkyAwani 2 Residence.
All SkyRians were proud to have
partaken in the early delivery of the
aforementioned properties made
possible due to strong dedication and
teamwork.

On 16, 22 and 23 February, SkyWorld
hosted 500 guests at Chinese New Year
open houses that took place at the
SkyWorld Gallery @ Setiawangsa and
Setapak. Attendees were entertained
with fun-filled activities such as LED
lion dance performance and a firework
display.

At SkyWorld, we believe that learning
is a life long journey thus, on 13
March, all assistant managers and
managers participated in “Scaling Up”
challenge, a quarterly competition to
encourage the habit of reading,
improving on presentation skills and
deepening the knowledge of
organisational management. SkyRians
are encouraged to partake in such
events for the betterment of the
Group as a whole.
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SkyWorld Accolades

Road Widening Kick Started

In the first half of this year, SkyWorld has received accreditation by two of the largest
media powerhouses in the nation that have inspired us to work harder toward the vision
of becoming the Best City Developer in Malaysia. These awards include:

Understanding that infrastructure plays
an important role, SkyWorld has kick
started the road widening efforts on the
route leading into the 28-acre
integrated SkyArena development. The
access way will experience widening
from 40 feet into a 100-feet, four-lane
carriageway and will be completed in
phases. This exercise is crucial, as it will
improve connectivity between SkyArena
and its neighboring communities. Due
to the movement control order (MCO),
the initiative was delayed, however, the
first phase of the road expansion is
expected for completion within the
third quarter of 2020.

•
•
•
•

StarProperty All-Stars Award Best Overall Champion – SkyWorld Development Group
StarProperty All-Stars Award Best Profit Growth – SkyWorld Development Group
StarProperty The WOW Award (Public Building) – SkyArena Sports KL
EdgeProp Malaysia’s Best Managed & Sustainable Property Award 2020
– Bronze Award Winner, Ascenda Residence @ SkyArena
07

08

EVENTS & HAPPENINGS
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www.skyworld.my

